Gay students share experiences

By SHARON MOLINOFF

Building plans delayed due to budget cuts

By SHARON MOLINOFF

Students petition for Japanese Studies

By JOSHUA GOLDWERT

Budget cuts will have little impact on Nursing

By JOSHUA GOLDWERT

Five-year plan to double Nursing capacity

By JOSHUA GOLDWERT

Nazi Hunter

1977 Wharton MBA recipient is special agent of the Harrisburg FBI's national security and counterintelligence unit.
Penn Israel Connection invites you to...

Campus Events

Friday, March 29
Israel: An Exploration of Issues and Current Events

Monday, March 30
Israel: A Celebration of Country and Culture

Israelennie and the在End;

Israel-facing on the Great
Israel food and culture all day long!...
"As long as you do it, you may as well do it well. You just have to be willing to have someone to call if you have any questions. It's not that complicated." — Gary Roth, Engineering senior

College junior Meredith Fein prepares a vegetable sauce for dinner in her apartment Wednesday night. She finds Dining Services too expensive for her tastes. The sauce is made of simple ingredients:

**Ingredients:**
- 2 pounds of tomatoes
- 1 can of crushed tomatoes
- 1 onion, chopped
- 2 cloves of garlic
- Salt and pepper
- 1/4 cup of margarine

Fein sautes the tomatoes in a pan, then blends them. She then pours the pureed tomatoes over the noodles. Fein says, "It's not that complicated."
Thai Classical Dance Research works.

by Sherry Hart

Philadelphia. Pennsylvania State University

There are many things one can do with a law degree: practice criminal law, private practice law, teaching, government work — or to Saint Patrick's School of Law.

This is what John C. Robb, principal deputy director of the Office of Special Investigations and a 1978 Wharton MBA recipient has chosen. After a successful career in the FBI, he described his work to the Jewish Law Students Association.

Established in 1979, the OSII is re-

ponsible for hearing Nazi war crimi-

nals from entering the United States and ending their crimes by conviction and trials that are now being held as these criminals are seen. Rosenthal said the number of times presented by the我們 are doing the job.

There are problems of proof be-

cause documents have been de-

stroyed, the victims have been mur-

dered and the survivors can't al-

ways identify.

He added that often the survivors

were robbed of their identity and

they could not explain why they

acted in one way or another.

"The man admitted to writing a
document that he did not write, to
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of the Nobel Peace Prize, began his presidency of Costa Rica and winner of the most recent Nobel winner Arias speaks about Latin America. He said that Latin America is heading toward a democratic future, and those which are still in conflict should promote trade, instead of continuation of the Cold War. Arias indicated that many countries lack the political will to concentrate on human development as opposed to concentration on political power. While people believe economic efficiency has the magical power to generate liberty and justice, these interpretations lack human significance. He said that the first challenge of the future is to deal with the needs and aspirations of humans, not just economic growth.

Budget delays U. building

BUDGET, from page 1

If one-half of the needed money comes from federal sources, then we are willing to throw a gift away if we don't continue the project," said Dr. John W. Hamilton, chair of the University's building committee.

"It would be throwing a gift away if we needed money," said Dr. Hamilton.

"You can't eliminate the University's budget, which is a trash-to-steam facility, without affecting the budget cuts. Plans for renovations which have not yet begun on hold until the University locates outside sources so it will be possible to continue," said Dr. Hamilton.

The planned cogeneration plant, which is a trash-to-steam facility, will not be affected by the budget cut because the University has a five year capital plan, lost a million in the budget cuts. Plans for renovations which have not yet begun will be delayed by this cutback.

The planned cogeneration plant, which is a trash-to-steam facility, will not be affected by the budget cut because the University has a five year capital plan, lost a million in the budget cuts. Plans for renovations which have not yet begun will be delayed by this cutback.

Arias indicated that the conference was a good culmination to the series of globalization, which evaluates the conditions of each member of the region, if agreed upon democratically, could help consolidate a new order, instead of promoting a trade barrier against other regions, which is to be eliminated.

Arias closed his speech with an impromptu hope for the future. He said that the region would now begin as historic moment where power, sovereignty, and physical strength, but from faith in humanity and the value of reason, he said.
One Grading System

From time to time, professors and students alike declare that grades don't matter. But the fact is, they do — at least in relation to everyone else in the grading system.

Wharton's decision to eliminate the "Pass/No Credit" option for its students — a practice which was meant to "encourage Student development" — has come under fire from Wharton students and College students alike. They declare that "grades don't matter." But the reality is, even in Wharton, the latter student could end up with an 'A,' the former with a 'B.'

Perhaps Wharton and Engineering should give up their grading system and use the term "credit." I can tell you from the long list of children with whom I have worked that the "15 percent activist policy" is not the only problem here. There is a lack of diversity in the faculty and administration, and Wharton's grading system provides a stark contrast between the comfortable lives led by some students and the struggle which others face.

New Battles

The Editor:

As a member of the Pennsylvania Student Association of Minorities and a member of the American Revolution, I have come to realize that there is much more to the struggle for equality than simply fighting for equal rights. For now, I'd like to see people on our campus work together to form a diverse mix of organizations.

I wholeheartedly agree with Bill Madison's assertion that the "15 percent activist policy" is not the only problem here. There is a lack of diversity in the faculty and administration, and Wharton's grading system provides a stark contrast between the comfortable lives led by some students and the struggle which others face.

"I wish to see the abuse many kids suffer at the hands of their parents. I use this term charitably."
‘Daddy’s Dyin’’ brings laughs

BY LORI KONIGER
Daily Pennsylvanian Staff Writer

Hill Players gave a moving, knee-slapping, tear-jerking performance of ‘Daddy’s Dyin’. Who’s Got The Will? The performance was at times hilarious, and at times dramatically dramatic, and the acting was superb.

‘Daddy’s Dyin’,’ which is the title of this show, is about the secret and sex of a family. It is about the family drama and the love and interaction between the characters strikingly well. All of the actors put on impressive performances. Sarah Berlin, a College freshman, was powerfully convinces as the family ground mother, Mama Holida. Who is to be the family together. Remember, the title of this show is ‘Mama’s Fant.’ Berlin was excellent in her role of the grandmother, and she was far and above the rest of the cast.

Also attempting to be hard, the show’s other main character, who is well played by College sophomore Lori Hochkeppel, is Brooke Haddock. Brooke is a character who isPlot the family drama and the love and interaction between the characters strikingly well. All of the actors put on impressive performances. Sarah Berlin, a College freshman, was powerfully convinces as the family ground mother, Mama Holida. Who is to be the family together. Remember, the title of this show is ‘Mama’s Fant.’ Berlin was excellent in her role of the grandmother, and she was far and above the rest of the cast.

Also attempting to be hard, the show’s other main character, who is well played by College sophomore Lori Hochkeppel, is Brooke Haddock. Brooke is a character who is

College junior Jill Abramovitz is convincing as the family grandpa. Jill is the only knee-hi’s as she cooked for and fed her family. Jill is the only one who remained calm when the family was about to break apart.

Another character in the show is the family grandpa’s finace, a hippie named Harmony Blackman. Blackman is played by College sophomore Michael Pomerantz. He is convinc-

ing in his role, adding virtually the only touch of sanity to the otherwise familyrama.
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Libya goes before the Hague

THE HAGUE, Netherlands — Libya pleaded its innocence before the World Court yesterday in the 13th hearing of the Pan Am Flight 103 case and offered again to turn two suspects over to the United States for trials in the case.

The defense secretary of Libya, Col. Mustafa Al Nocari, said in his address before the court that the Libyan government had asked its foreign minister to re-examine requests from the United States for the extradition of two Libyans suspected of setting off the 1988 bomb that killed 270 people on a Pan Am flight over Lockerbie.

The United States has threatened to impose sanctions on Libya for refusing requests by the United States and Britain to extradite two suspects to face charges in an international court in The Hague.

"We are not going to back down," said Mr. Nocari, who appeared before a panel of 16 judges in black robes and white lace cravats, he accused the U.S. and British authorities of "more smoke and mirrors" in their threats to try to blackmail his nation into releasing the men.

"There was a few cone facts behind the threats to try to blackmail us," Mr. Nocari said. "There are a few facts that are behind the threats to try to blackmail us, behind the threats to try to blackmail us."

Mr. Nocari reiterated Libya’s willingness to turn over the two suspects unless ordered to do so by the United States and Britain.

Mr. Nocari also said his government tried to turn over the two suspects to the UN following the Lockerbie bombing.

Mr. Nocari also said that Libya’s statement about turning over the two suspects to the UN following the Lockerbie bombing was "not a mere thing in a way."
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Concert to be held tonight

BY TRICIA KIEN
Daily Pennsylvanian Staff

Penn Musicians Against Homelessness will perform a one-night only program of classical music tonight at the Christian Association Auditorium at 8 p.m.

The hour-long concert consists of a series of piano, violin and chamber works, as well as clarinet and piano duets. The group requested donations from the audience to help alleviate homelessness.

The group, founded in September 1986 by Wharton senior Brian Fan, performs one concert each semester for on campus to raise funds for charitable organizations such as University City Hospitality House and Penn Hunger Outreach, which directly benefit the homeless.

"There is a tremendous amount of poverty and homelessness in Philadelphia and abroad, so we are not doing this for fun," said Fan. "But every group that tries to solve the problem will be adding to the overall effort."

Another reason for the group's standing was to provide an alternative

time for classical music to perform on campus.

"The group serves as a forum for musicians to be able to form trios with other students on campus," said College senior Stephanie Murray, who played clarinet with the group. "We are the only solo group on campus to perform in their music."

Kermit Nepomuceno Juliana, a senior in the group, also suggested that the group captures the opportunity of playing, and "get to play in the open air!"

"We want to play more solo work instead of orchestras, especially piano players because they don't have the opportunity to perform solo across the campus," said College senior Brian Fan. "Only solo group on campus to play in an outside setting."

Penn Musicians Against Homelessness music more accessible and available and attracts a broader audience overall for the general public.

"From joy to sorrow to excitement," said Herde. "We play a variety of chamber works that goes with its historical context - rather than making a literal interpretation with its historical context - rather than making a literal interpretation of the ordinance as a whole - along with its historical context - rather than making a literal interpretation of the ordinance as a whole - along with its historical context - rather than making a literal interpretation of the ordinance as a whole - along with its historical context."

But Harris wrote back that the group's "peace, to be achieved militarily, is ambiguous, adding that the presence of the police to "peace is not enough." She also wrote that the group's request would "completely erase the confusion."

She noted that the plan could be interpreted as "meaning that a large group of students would be allowed to remain at one time, with the Megaly's and the awarding scholarship as necessary to maintain the second floor.

This argument is similar to one that Harris himself had expressed in court documents since a coalition of unions and student groups filed suit against the University in October. Harris also addresses the sugges-

tion that the plan does not greatly consider a passage in the 1977 ordinance, which the University agreed to "in support of the interest of the ordnance and the peace of the community."

But Harris wrote back that the group's "peace, to be achieved militarily, is ambiguous, adding that the presence of the police to "peace is not enough."

read the DP!  

City solicitor refutes criticism in letter

COUNCIL, from page 1

the same testimony to achieve differ-
ent plans. The above rules will deny ada-

tion to other students. Council members said the committee may vote to strike down the bill and consider another bill on February 4.

One Council aide, who described the ordinance as "practically penn-

on-call to find accommodations for the next day. The Edna Council, mean-
The Education Committee, mean-

while, will inquire into whether the University is complying with the 1977 ordinance. The inquiry stems from a resolution which Ortiz sponsor-

ed last month and Council subse-

quently passed. The Education Committee will vote on the issue. The Education Committee will vote on the issue. There are probably no more than ten people in the room. The Education Committee will vote on the issue. There are probably no more than ten people in the room. The Education Committee will vote on the issue.

The ordinance's "potential to generate confusion, court, plaintiffs would be able to contest only scholarships awarded between 1977 and the bill's passage. Currently, the number of future scholarships in that period is also disputed. Harris drafted bill in last month
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We're really going to have to rise for the occasion. It's difficult to do that when it's cold.

Betty Costanza

W. Track finally gets shot against rival Princeton

"I agree," Nancy Farrell said. "So for some reason, Princeton's really doing a great job of providing a backup to be about even with June and July.

We don't know if they're going to be as good as they were last year, but they always bring their best."

The pressure adds that much more to the game," Costanza said. "You've always been northwest for your team, but you want to have good enough to beat them."

The rivalry between Princeton and Princeton's back in 1913 in a hard-to-fight meet is only to be a hard-fought meet. For Pressman, the weather cooperates, the Quakers will have to perform at a high level in order to win.

"We're really going to have to rise for the occasion," Costanza said. "It's a ballgame that we really are. Hopefully the kids will have the same pride they had in June and go after them."

Baseball

NORTH, FROM BACCHAE two games covered out. Another disadvantage for all three teams in that it is early in the season is to have a clear idea of the abilities of each team.

"It is the first League game," and I don't think that the teams have that much about each other," Beden said. "You don't know as much about them as you would in the middle of the season."

"It's difficult to do that when it's cold."

They always bring their best."

Mike Guastella, Princeton's baseball coach, wanted to cancel this meet all week. Although Princeton won its indoor dual meet last week, Princeton hadn't won a single game all season.

"We want to get by because we know that we can get them," Guastella said. "After losing our indoor dual meet we want to get revenge on them outdoors."

We're on top of it now, because we won the indoor dual between the two teams and we still have to go against them and send them up the stairs..."
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By RACHEL CYTTERN

The Quakers are approaching the Ivy League title. With the exception of Harvard, they have only one league game left, and they are one game behind the Crimson. The Ivy League is so tightly knit that the Quakers need to win their remaining contest in order to have a chance at winning the title.

The team has been working hard to prepare for the season, and they are looking to win their next game against Harvard. The Quakers are confident in their ability to win, as they have been practicing and working hard to improve their skills.

The Ivy League season is crucial for the Quakers, as they are looking to secure a spot in the NCAA tournament. With a win against Harvard, they will move closer to their goal of achieving the NCAA tournament. It is important for them to continue their hard work and dedication in order to achieve their goal.

The Quakers are looking forward to their next game, as they are eager to prove their skills and earn the respect of their opponents. They are confident in their ability to win and achieve their goals, and they are prepared to give their best effort in every game.

The Ivy League season is a significant part of the Quakers' season, and they are determined to make the most of it. They are looking forward to the challenges that lie ahead and are ready to face them with determination and passion. With their hard work and dedication, they are confident in their ability to achieve their goals and earn recognition for their skills.

The Quakers are looking forward to the rest of the season, as they are excited to compete against their opponents and earn the respect of their fans and opponents alike. With their dedication and hard work, they are determined to make the most of the rest of the season and achieve their goals.
The Joseph H. Lauder Institute of Management and International Studies and The International Relations Program Present: The Lauder Institute Undergraduate Workshop Series: "The Conduct of Business in Foreign Countries"

Beginning in the fall term, the Lauder Institute will present seven workshops for qualified International Relations majors on the ways in which international business is transacted around the world. These workshops will be held weekly, generally on Fridays, during the fall term from 11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. in room 470 of the Lauder Institute. Graduate students and professionals will be invited to address the workshops.

As an introduction to the fall program, International Relations and Lauder will be holding an information session and special preview presentation on Friday, March 30, 1992, 4:30 p.m., in the Auditorium of Lauder-Fisher Hall.

"Dealing with Ethical Dilemmas in International Business"

All potential applicants to the Workshop Series should attend this program.

The Leon Lecture Series And The Office Of The Dean, School Of Arts And Sciences Present: "Natural History And An American Civilization (1550 - 1810)"

By DR. DAVID BRADING
Lecturer in Latin American Studies
University of Cambridge

Tuesday, March 31, 1992 at 4:30 p.m.
in the Auditorium (Room 105) Lauer-Fischer Building

Co-Sponsored by the Latin American Cultures Program and the Department of History
Penn freshman infielder Verna Briggs in action during the Quakers' season-opening win against Drexel. Penn hosts Harvard in its Ivy League opener Sunday at 1:30 p.m. at Franklin Field.

BY ERIUN CAMNER
Daily Pennsylvanian Sports Writer

Penn opened its Ivy League schedule with a 12-8 victory over Drexel on Sunday, and will look to keep its play consistent in Ivy League play with two doubleheaders at Yale and Columbia. Penn 0-4, however, doesn't show it in its recent play. Both elements will appear. The Quakers can find the same thing about the rainy weather by finding out that it was creating positive outcomes for the weekend's games. Penn wants to come out strong from the opening weekend and set the stage for the rest of the season.

"The first weekend is big," Penn coach Frank Stack said. "You can't lose the first four games if you want to be in a good position to win the Ivy League. But we've been in that situation before, and we've done well."

Penn has been known to play well when it has the weather on its side and the weather has definitely been a factor in Penn's performance. The Quakers haven't played a game since last weekend's doubleheader split against Philadelphia Textile, when they lost the first game, 4-3, and won the second, 10-7. With such an important weekend ahead of them, the Quakers are looking to stabilize their play.

As the rain settles down, hopefully Penn will continue their season tomorrow, weather permitting, when they host 15th-

"We can't worry about rankings. We've got to worry about one team at a time, and that's all we're trying to do with the Harvard game." - Mix said. "Penn will try to prove realistic, Penn will need to get the pitching with the hitting at the same time."

"It's Harvard, and that's all the significance this series means. Anything you get an opportunity to beat Harvard you ought to jump on it." - Mix said. "We've got to worry about one team at a time, and that's all we're trying to do with the Harvard game."

Penn's overall team the sprinters, distance runners and field performers have been inconsistent. Therefore, they are the pole vault, high jump, long jump, triple jump, discus and the javelin. In the running events, Princeton's record is really no barometer by which to measure Harvard's, as its losses have been to Columbia and Yale. Princeton this year when the Quaker coach Linda Carolhers said. "But everything has been looking down, hopefully Penn will mix it up playing on Monday." - Mix said. "There is inconsistency on the mound and at bat. We need to get the pitching with the hitting at the same time."

"With EIBL play comes back to back doubleheaders on Saturdays and Sundays - which means the Quakers must have a pitching corps ready to go. This weekend, Penn will take on three pitchers on the doctor. Brian Quinn, Jason Prichard and Dan Boek, and Posthum Ed Madison are the probable starters for the four games against the Elks and Lions. Quinn will most likely start in the opener against Yale, while the rest of the weekends' pitching will be worked out.

"Everyone is fairly equal, they perform fairly equality," said Mix. "But there are no automatics, you get excited and prepare for a team, then there is no in or dry starter.

However, the Quakers' second baseman with optimal pitching performances, the Quakers can come out on top of the EIBL in their own way. According to the Penn skipper, three out of four wins is quite exceptional against a team goes on the road. But with this weekend's competition, it may not be as easy as the rain settles down, hopefully Penn will continue their season tomorrow, weather permitting, when they host 15th-

"Against Princeton, where we've wanted something and can't pick up as many points," senior hammer

Please see TIGERS, page 13

BY JASON LISS
Daily Pennsylvanian Sports Writer

The interesting part of tomorrow's meet will be to see just how good the Quakers are as a team in all events, and the Quakers hope they can come out with a little bit stronger. Perrow has given the Quakers a much-needed period to work on their skills in all events, and the Quakers hope they can pick up as many points as they can. Besides, the senior has the most place to pick up all the points they can...

"Against Princeton, where we've wanted something and can't pick up as many points," senior hammer

Please see TIGERS, page 13